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CUTTING APPARATUS AND AUTOMATIC
CUTTING SYSTEM OF BLADE’S RAW MATERIAL
OF BLANKING DIE

tiZed system such as laser processor, the automation is still

inadequate in many parts and substantially it depends on a
skill of an operator. As an attempt for the automation of the

cutting Work, heretofore various systems have been offered,
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001]

The present invention relates to a cutting apparatus

of blade’s raW material used for a paper blanking die for
manufacturing paper box and the like and an automatic

cutting system employing this cutting apparatus, and more
particularly to a multi-purpose cutting apparatus capable of
obtaining various cutting patterns in a single system and an

automatic cutting system thereof.

but an automatiZed system capable of continuously obtain
ing various cutting patterns in a single equipment has not

been yet developed.
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention
to solve the problems of such conventional blade’s raW
material cutting apparatus as above, and to provide a multi

purpose cutting apparatus capable of continuously executing
BACKGROUND ART

the cutting Work of various patterns Without frequent chang
ing of cutters in a single apparatus.

[0002] The blanking die used for cutting out and forming
a paper pattern for manufacturing a paper box and the like
consists of a board made of a plate material of Wood and the

like, and a multiplicity of blades, i.e., so called Thomson
blade, to be inserted along a plane outline of a desiring paper

[0008] Another object of the present invention is to pro
vide a multi-purpose cutting apparatus capable of automati
cally Working by cutting the blade’s raW material to various
cutting patterns on the basis of an inputted data from a CAD

box on said board. The blade’s raW material is a plate

system and the like.

material of band shape, on Which blade portion(s) of a single

[0009] In order to attain above objects, the multi-purpose
cutting apparatus of blade for die cutting in accordance With

blade at its one side or double blades at both sides are

formed, and Which passes through a number of cutting and

bending operations and thereafter it is ?xed by inserting into
pierced groove formed With a predetermined plane form by
a laser process on the board such that said blade portion(s)
are protruded With a predetermined height. And, tie cut area
shape of the blade’s raW material may either have a lip shape
directed to inWard or outWard in accordance With the
requirement, or a notch or bridge cutting Which cuts off as
much as a predetermined Width is also carried out.

[0003]

Heretofore, in order to obtain various cut pattern in

one blade’s raW material as above, a cutting apparatus as

much as the number required to the cutters corresponding to

its cutting patterns had to be prepared and then the Work had
to be done by moving these in turn, or the Work has to be
done by continuously changing the cutter at one cutting

apparatus. A multi-purpose cutting apparatus has been
knoWn Which has been provided With a plurality of cutters

for such as straight line cutting, lip cutting or bridge cutting
in radial form to a rotatable supporting means, and then
carried out a desired cutting Work by rotating one cutter of

them to a Working position.

[0004] HoWever, even in this multi-purpose cutting appa
ratus, in order to Work by changing to other different cutter,
once cut blade has to be removed from a Working position
and then a cutter ?xing means Which has been ?xed has to
be released and thereafter a Work has to be carried out With
the changed cutter. Accordingly, there has been a disadvan
tage that in case Where various cutters have to be used, the
Work had to be frequently stopped and then the cutter had to

be changed.
[0005] And, in manufacturing a blanking die, a precision
and automatiZed manufacturing of the blanking die has been
proceeded up to a considerable level, by designing a plane
pattern of desired paper pattern at CAD and by Working a
pierced groove of the board by using a laser processor on the

basis of the prepared CAD design data.
[0006] HoWever, in a ?eld for cutting and bending the
blade raW material to be inserted by, ?tting in the pattern to
the pierced groove of the blanking die formed by an automa

the present invention comprises: cutters of more than tWo

kinds having mutually different cutting out or cutting off
patterns arranged side by side in lateral to a feeding direction
of the blade’s raW material; a cutter guiding section for
guiding each cutter so as to be able to perpendicularly move

against a plane of said blade’s raW material; pressing means

for perpendicularly moving and pressing any one of said
cutters toWard the plane of said blade’s raW material; a cutter

die for supporting said blade’s raW material against the
pressing force of said cutter and simultaneously executing a
cutting Work of the blade’s raW material by interacting With
said cutter; and cutter selecting means for selecting such that
only any one of said cutters is pressed by said pressing
means. Here, each cutter is made so as to be moved to return

resiliently by a spring, so that a returning of the cutter can

be simply made.
[0010] And, the cutter selecting means preferably
includes: a
betWeen the
such that a
transferring

hydraulic pressure member Which is placed
pressing means and said each cutter and makes
cutting Work by the cutter can be done by
a pressing force of said pressing means to a

corresponding cutter; hydraulic pressure member driving
means for selectively moving said each hydraulic member to
any one position among said pressing force transferable
position and a position Which does not transfer the pressing
force so as to make the cutting Work to be impossible; and
control means for controlling said hydraulic pressure mem

ber driving means. And, said hydraulic pressure member
driving means further preferably includes a ?uid pressure
cylinder such as an air cylinder Which is ?xedly attached to
said each cutter and for forWardly or backWardly moving

said corresponding hydraulic pressure member perpendicu
larly to the pressing direction of said pressing member.
Control means of said hydraulic pressure driving means

includes selection sWitching means for selectively driving

each corresponding hydraulic pressure member driving
means of said cutters, so that the selection sWitching opera
tion can be easily executed. It is advantageous to make the
hydraulic pressure member to be moved to forWard and
backWard on the hydraulic plane of said each cutter.
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[0011]

In relation to the different Working position of said

each cutter, it is desirable to include means for controlling a

cutting position of the blade’s raW material, for instance, a
correcting and complementing scale rules so as to easily
compensate a feeding quantity of the blade’s raW material
and to be able to execute the cutting Work.

[0012]

Other than the cutter for cutting Work of the blade’s

raW material, it is desirable to include cutting-off cutters for
various notch processing, in order to form a thin and long

notch for reducing a Working or bending force of the bridge
portion, or to form a marking for indicating a bending

position in a bending machine. Particularly, the bending can
be easily executed at a exact position in a post bending Work

by a marking cutter capable of exactly forming the bending

position;
[0013] In order to accomplish the multi-purpose automatic
cutting of the blade’s raW material, in a blade’s raW material

automatic cutting system including said cutting apparatus
for cutting out or Working by cutting off of the blade’s raW
material for a blanking die; the invention provides a blade’s
raW material automatic cutting system comprising a blade’s
raW material feeding device for feeding in measuring Way
the blade’s raW material to be cut out and Worked to said

cutting device; Working data inputting means for inputting

[0018] FIG. 45 are diagrams of front vieW and bottom
vieW of examples of the blade’s raW material used to the

cutting apparatus of the present invention and shapes of the
blade Which are cut and Worked by them,

[0019]

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of manufacturing pro

cess of an automatic cutting system in accordance With the

present invention, and
[0020] FIG. 65 are diagrams of a practical example for
illustrating a Working process of the automatic cutting
system of this invention, Which shoW an offered CAD data
FIG. 6(a) and a shape of the blade’s raW material FIG. 6(b)
Worked by cutting on the basis of it.
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

[0021] Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the present
invention Will be described in more detail With reference to

the accompanying draWings.
[0022] FIG. 1 is a front elevational vieW, and FIG. 2 is a
cross sectional vieW taken along I-I line of FIG. 1. As can
be seen from FIG. 1, the cutting apparatus of the invention

includes an air cylinder 1 controllably driven through tWo
alternative compressed air inlet and outlet tubes 2, 3, and an

the data With regard to kinds of cutting Work to execute a
Working by cutting out or cutting off to the blade’s raW
material and a position of Working by cutting out or cutting
off, a bending position and a bending condition; and a
control device for controlling said cutting device and the

The arbor 6 is ensured With a stable linear movement by an

blade’s raW material feeding means on the basis of said

assembly Which Will be described hereinafter.

inputted Working data.
[0014]

Here, said blade’s raW material feeding means may

include a pair of feeding rollers for resiliently pressing and
contacting by placing the blade’s raW material to betWeen
them, and a driving motor for rotatably driving said feeding

arbor 6 for executing a pressing operation by perpendicu
larly moving to up and doWn direction by the air cylinder 1.
arbor guiding member 7, and a bottom front end portion of
the arbor 6 serves as a pressing means 8 for pressing a cutter

[0023] To a loWer portion of the pressing means 8 of the
arbor 6 there is provided With four cutter assemblies 9 Within

its Width region(refer to FIG. 2). Each cutter assembly 9
includes a cutter section 10, cutter supporting section 11, one

means includes data converting means Which receives a

Way air cylinder 12, cylinder funing means 13, and hydraulic
pressure member 15(refer to FIG. 3). The cutter supporting
section 11 for ?xedly supporting the cutter section 10 is

pattern designing data of paper patterns to be cut off by a
blade or a laser Working data of paper box blanking die

pression spring 19.

rollers in measuring Way. And, said Working data inputting

Whereby converts into said data for Working by cutting, so
that the data made at CAD and the like can be directly
utiliZed to the cutting Work of the blade’s raW material. And,
said control means includes a material property data

memory for storing a material property data of the blade’s
raW material such as an expansion coef?cient data of the

blade’s raW material in accordance With the bending condi

tion, and the position of Working by cutting out or cutting off
or a bending position in response to said inputted Working
data is compensated on the basis of said data stored to the
material property data memory, so that some operation error
of material cutting and bending or a loss of the material are

reduced and a desired cutting and bending Work can be
carried out at an exact position.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

supported on a cutter guiding member 18 through a com

[0024] The air cylinder 12 ?xed by the ?xing means on the
cutter supporting section 11 is driven by a compressed air
fed through a compressed air tube 17, and it makes a
hydraulic member 15 connected to its push rod 16 to
forWardly and reversely slide horiZontally on the cutter
supporting section 11. The air cylinder 12 drives the hydrau
lic pressure member 15 to advancing direction by the
compressed air rev dots chain line of FIG. 1), and When a

feeding of the compressed air is removed, the hydraulic
pressure member 15 is returned by the spring contained
Within the cylinder 12.
[0025] Those Which shoW as examples the kinds of cutters
capable of applying in the blade’s raW material cutting
apparatus of the present invention and shapes of the blade’s
raW material cut by them are FIG. 4. A cutter 10a of FIG.

material cutting apparatus in accordance With the present

4(A) is a so-called lip cutting cutter, and a cross sectional
vieW of the blade’s raW material 40 cut by this is remained

invention,

by protruding in lip form With the blade portion of the

[0015]

[0016]

FIG. 1 is a front elevational vieW of a blade’s raW

FIG. 2 is a cross sectional vieW taken along I-I lne

of FIG. 1,
[0017]

FIG. 3 is a magni?ed schematic draWing of a cutter

assembly,

blade’s raW material 40 as shoWn. Acutter 10b of FIG. 4(B)
is a straight line cutter, and it cuts the blade’s raW material
40 in straight line Whereby its cut surface has a linear form.
A cutter 10c of FIG. 4(C) is a bridge cutter Which cuts off
With remaining a part of Width of the blade’s raW material 40
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in a bridge form. This bridge cutter 10c partially cuts the
blade such that the blade can be set on the board Where the

20. The blade’s raW material feeding section includes feed
ing roller 27 driven by a driving motor Which is not shoWn,

pierced groove is not provided for keeping a predetermined

a pressing roller 29 for pressing the feeding roller 27 by

strength of board’s base plate ?xedly supporting the blade

placing the blade’s raW material 40 betWeen them to be

40.

Worked by cutting, and a supporting Walls 26 for supporting

[0026]

And, a cutter 10d of FIG. 4(D) is a marking cutter

of a bending position Which is neWly applied in the cutting
apparatus of the present invention. Heretofore, an operator
has directly measured a position to bend, and on the basis of
this, he has adjusted a stopper by a vernier calipers and the
like attached to a bending machine, and aligned a front
portion of the blade’s raW material to the stopper and then
executed the bending Work. This marking cutter 10d is a
thing for solving the inconvenience in the conventional

bending machine, and Which makes a bending position
setting of the blade’s raW material to be easily done by
cutting off an edge potion of the blade’s raW material 40 With

said tWo rollers 27, 29 at both sides.

[0031] The feeding roller 27 receives a rotating poWer
from the driving motor through its rotary shaft 28 and feeds
the blade’s raW material 40 to its advancing direction by a
rotating frictional force With the blade’s raW material. The
frictional force betWeen the blade’s raW material 40 and the

feeding foller 27 is provided by the pressing roller 29 located
at a upper portion of the feeding roller 27. The pressing
roller 29 is mounted so as to be freely rotatable around a

rotary shaft 30 rotatably ?xed to the supporting Walls 26.
And, the rotary shaft 30 of the pressing roller 29 is resiliently
urged to doWnWard by a compression spring 31 and a

a small depth and by executing the bending Work by aligning

compression spring adjusting screW 32, and the pressing

tis cut off portion to a corresponding protruded portion

roller 29 presses the feeding roller 27 and the blade’s raW

provided in the bending machine. In order to reduce a risk
such as abrasion loss capable of arising due to such cutting

material 40 by this urging force.
[0032] A feeding quantity of the blade’s raW material 40
can be automatically and precisely controlled by a rotating
quantity of the feeding roller 27 through the driving motor

blade portion of the marking cutter 10d is sharply formed, as
shoWn in FIG. 4(E), a marking cutter 10c Which eliminated

aWay the sharp portion by rounding the tip end portion can
be used.
[0027]

A notch cutter 10f of FIG. 4(F) serves to reduce a

of the feeding roller 27. OtherWise, it is of course possible

also either to handle the feeding roller by manually rotating
or to manually feed Without passing through the feeding

bending force in the bending machine, other than to execute

roller 27. In case of this manual feeding, a blade’s raW

also a bending position indicating function as similar as the

material cutting position determining means having a ver
nier calipers and the like as in the conventional cutting
apparatus should be provided so as to exactly specify With

marking cutters 10d and 106 of FIGS. (D) and
Accord
ingly, for a place Which is difficult to Work by a bending die
having a sufficient strength, for example, When a space for

operation of the bending die by a complicated bending shape
is narroW, a thin and long notch is formed by this notching
cutter 10f and thereafter the bending Work can be carried out

by using a small bending die relatively loWer in strength.
[0028]

The cutter guiding member 18 accommodates as

may be seen from FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 each cutter section 10

of four cutter assemblies 9 laterally disposed side by side
against a feeding direction of the blade’s raW material 40 to
be Worked by cutting so as to be able to move in perpen
dicular direction. For this purpose, the cutter guiding mem
ber 18 has guiding holes 23 as much as an amount corre

regard to the different Working positions of each cutter 10a,
10b, 10c, and 10a’.
[0033] The blade’s raW material cutting apparatus of the
present invention having these construction operates as
folloWs. Firstly, a cutting pattern to be executed to the
blade’s raW material 40, that is, the kind of cutter and its
position are determined. In case of an embodiment shoWn,
since four kinds of cutters as shoWn in FIG. 4 are provided,
?rstly any one of these is selected. When a kind of cutter is

selected, a feeding quantity of the blade’s raW material 40 is
determined automatically or by an appropriate calculation in
relation to a cutting position by considering a relative

sponding to the number of cutters.

Working position of the cutter against an advancing direction

[0029]

raW material 40 is conveyed by either pertinently driving the
driving motor of the feeding roller 27 or by directly manu
ally, and feeds a compressed air to the air cylinder 12
provided to a corresponding cutter. Then, the hydraulic

of the blade’s raW material. According to this, the blade’s

To a loWer portion of the cutter guiding member 18

there is provided on a base board 25 With a cutter die 20

Which supports the cutter guiding member 18 and for
executing a cutting out or cutting off Work of the blade’s raW
material by interacting With the cutter section 10 of the cutter
assembly 9. The cutter die 20 has holes 24 having a cross
sectional pattern corresponding to the cutter shape so as to
accommodate a part of a front end portion of the cutter
section 10 in a time of cutting Work for the interaction With

the cutter section 10 (refer to FIG. 2). The cutter die 20
includes a blade’s raW material guiding groove 21 for
guiding a conveyance of the blade’s raW material 40 at its

upper portion, and it is formed With a chip receiving portion
22 capable of collecting the cut blade’s raW material chips
at its loWer portion.
[0030]

On the other hand, as may be seen from FIG. 2, a

pressure member 15 connected to the push rod 16 of the
cylinder 12 moves by sliding to an advancing direction
Whereby becomes to be located to immediately under the
pressing section 8 attached to the arbor 6 of the pressing air

cylinder 1. Simultaneously With this, the pressing section
descends When the pressing air cylinder 1 is driven by the
compressed air, said hydraulic pressure member 15 is
pressed, and the hydraulic pressure member 15 transfers its
pressing force to a corresponding cutter section 10, and the

cutter section 10 descended by folloWing the guiding hole 23
of the guiding member 18 in accordance With that becomes
to cut the blade’s raW material 40 Which resides betWeen

blade’s raW material feeding section is provided side by side

them to a predetermined pattern.

With a cutting Work section of the blade’s raW material 40
consisted of the cutter guiding section 18 and the cutter die

[0034]

The blade’s raW material 40 Which has completed
a primary cutting Work by doing like this further advances
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in measuring Way by the feeding roller 27 as aforementioned
manner Whereby a desired secondary cutting Work is carried
out at a predetermined location. By repeating these pro
cesses, the cutting Work of various cutting patterns can be
continuously carried out.
[0035] FIG. 5 shoWs a control system for automatically
executing the Work of aforementioned cutting apparatus in a
block diagram. In the illustrated embodiment, the data of
CAD system utiliZed for the automatic laser process forming
the pierced groove of the blanking die is utiliZed as auto
matic control data of this blade’s raW material cutting
system. The data of CAD system 50 Which has made an
outline draWing on a desired plane pattern is fed to a laser

processing system 51 for the pierced groove Working of the
blanking die, and simultaneously it is fed also to a data
converting section 52 for a cutting Work of the blade’s raW
material 40.

[0036]

The data converting section 52 converts the tWo

directional data in the CAD system 50 into one dimensional
data for a linear cutting Work of the blade’s raW material 40.

Accordingly, the kind of the cutter and the cutting position

air to the air cylinder 12 of the cutter selected in accordance
With the cutter selecting data to a conveyed blade’s raW
material. And, it makes the blade’s raW material to be

conveyed to a predetermined position and a pressure apply
ing press driving section 55 to be controlled in a state that
a cutter is selected, so that the cutting Work can be made.

[0040] The Working process in this automatic cutting
system Will be described by citing a practical example as
shoWn in FIG. 6.

[0041] FIG. 6(a) is tWo dimensional data for a laser
process made at CAD system 50. A cutting process at the

cutting apparatus continuously advances by starting from s
point through a to j points, and A, B, C, and D indicates
respectively a lip cutter 10a, straight line cutter 10b, bridge
cutter 10c, and marking cutter 10d.

[0042] The initially fed blade’s raW material is ?rstly
Worked bt a lip cutting process(A) by the lip cutter 10a
designated as an initial cutter in a processing data in accor

dance With the control of the control section 54. Succes
sively, a marking cutter process at b point Which is an

to be applied to the blade’s raW material 40 are exactly
determined from the CAD data. For this purpose, it is
re?ected to a conveying quantity of the blade’s raW material

intermediate point of the bending portion for indicating a 90
degree bending portion of R10 is executed to the blade’s raW

by judging collectively a relative position of the cutters

of b point against s point is determined as (20+15.7/2—ot1/2)

Which are arranged side by side for this and a Workings

by summing a distance betWeen s~a and a~b and compen

position of the cutter considered the rounding quantity in

sating a material expansion rate(ot1) by a corresponding
bending process. And, since the lip cutter 10a and the

case Where a bending process is included.

[0037] As in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2, in case of including a marking cutter for indicating
a bending position, a position to be bent With the blade’s raW

material 40 is indicated by notching and thereby a post
Working at the bending machine can be easily carried out.
By the Way, in a time of bending Work of the blade’s raW
material, a difference Would be occurred betWeen a calcu
lated siZe and a practical siZe due to a Working transforma
tion of the blade’s raW material. This dimensional difference
varies in accordance With an expansion rate of the material,

a bending angle and a rounding quantity etc., and it has to

be necessarily considered not only for exactly specifying the
bending position of the blade’s raW material but also for

making the cutting Work position thereafter to be exactly

aligned.
[0038] Accordingly, in the present invention, a data
memory 53 is included Which stores a material property such

as a previously provided expansion rate by considering

material Which has lip cutting processed. A moved position

marking cutter 10d are distanced aWay With a predetermined

distance, this should also be considered. Assuming that
thickness of each cutter is uniformly t and gap betWeen the
cutters is also uniformly l, a distance that the blade’s raW

material has to be actually moved for the marking at b point
becomes (20+15.7/2—ot1/2+3.5t+31—[3) When considering a
protruded quantity [3 of the lip. The blade’s raW material
Which has moved in measuring Way said distance by the
blade’s raW material feeding section 56 is cut off as FIG.

5(b) at b point position, as the air cylinder 12d is driven by
the cutter selection sWitching section 56 and simultaneously
With this the pressure applying press driving section 55
operates Whereby presses the marking cutter 10d.
[0043] In accordance With the calculating process as simi
lar as above, the blade’s raW material moves again by

(15.7/2+[3+7—ot1/2)—(1.5+l), and the bridge cutting(C) is
executed by the bridge cutter 10c at said position.

[0044] The control section 54, With repeating the process

various bending conditions, so as to be able to pertinently

as above, pertinently controls the blade’s raW material

compensate the marking position and the cutting or bending
position of the bending Work portion to be notched by the

feeding roller driving section 57, the cutter selecting air
cylinder sWitching section 56, and the pressure applying
press driving section 55, so that the corresponding cutting

marking cutter on the basis of the expanded quantity of the
material in accordance With the bending Work condition. The
data memory 53 is combined With the cutting Work data
from the data converting section 52 and fed 10 the control
section 54.

[0039]

The control section 54 controls the cutting appa

ratus and the blade’s raW material feeding section on the

basis of the cutting Work data from the data converting

Work can be made at an exact position. And, in relation to the

relative position of each cutters 12a, 12b, 12c and 12d and

their Working position, the Working position and time point
are appropriately arranged ’sequentially so as not to have a

necessity to make the blade’s raW material to be reversely
moved.

[0045] The cutting Work is sequentially progressed in

section 52 and the material property memory 53. It controls

accordance With the control of the control section 54, and

a feeding roller driving section 57 for driving in measuring

?nally it terminates by the straight line cutting(B). The

Way the blade’s raW material feeding roller 27 in accordance
With the calculated and compensated data, and controls an

air cylinder: sWitching section 56 for feeding a compressed

cutting process Works of all the blade’s raW material are

started and terminated by the lip cutter 10a or the straight
line cutter 10b. When one time cutting Work is completed,
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the control section repeats same Work as much as a required

number of quantity on the basis of inputted data.
[0046] In the embodiment shoWn and described before, a
single press device is used for the pressing of the cutters, and

3. Cutting apparatus of blade’s raW material for a blanking
die as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said cutter selecting means

comprises:

the air cylinder attached to each cutter used as the cutter

a hydraulic pressure member Which is placed betWeen
said pressing means and said each cutter, and transfers

selecting means is selectively sWitched and driven Whereby
the cutting Work is executed, but it is possible to progress the

a pressing force of said pressing means to a correspond
ing cutter so that it makes a cutting Work by the cutter

desired cutting Work by attaching respectively an indepen

to be possible;

dent press device, to each cutter and driving by sWitching
selectively these press devices.

[0047] And, the air cylinder is used by attaching to each
cutter as a cutter selecting means, but a mechanically

controlled lever type link mechanism or an electromagneti
cally controllable solenoid device and the like can be
utiliZed.

[0048] Industrial Applicability
[0049] As described above, since the blade’s raW material
in accordance With the present invention includes various
cutting pattern cutters in a single equipment and these arc
selectively used so that various cutting Works of the blade’s
raW material continuously fed can be continuously executed,
it provides various effects such as an improvement of
Workability, a reducing of necessary equipment number, a
space saving and etc. Besides, a laser processing of the board
and the cutting Work of the blade’s raW material can be

simultaneously progressed by utiliZing CAD data and the
like by the blade’s raW material automatic cutting system
including this cutting apparatus, and an excellent effect that
the cutting Work can be completely automatiZed can be
obtained. And, in case of including a marking cutter for the
bending process, since a transformation expanding rate of

the material is pertinently compensated Whereby the cutting
out and cutting off Works are executed to the exact position

and a notch for indicating the bending position is formed,
not only it makes the bending Work to enable to be easily and
precisely carried out, but also the material loss can be

hydraulic pressure member driving means for selectively
moving said each hydraulic member to any one posi
tion among said pressing force transferable position
and a position Which does not transfer the pressing
force so as to make the cutting Work to be impossible;
and

a control section for controlling said hydraulic pressure
member driving means.
4. Blade’ds raW material cutting apparatus as de?ned in

claim 3, Wherein said hydraulic member driving means

comprises:
a ?uid pressure cylinder Which is ?xedly attached to said
each cutter and forWardly and reversely moves the

corresponding hydraulic member in horiZontal direc
tion against the pressing direction of said pressing
member.
5. Blade’s raW material cutting apparatus as de?ned in
claims 3 or 4, Wherein a control section of said hydraulic

member driving means comprises:

selective sWitching means for selectively driving each
corresponding hydraulic member driving means of said
cutters.

7. Blade’s raW material cutting apparatus as de?ned in

claim 4, Wherein said hydraulic member moves by for

Wardly and reversely sliding on the hydraulic plane of said
each cutter.

reduced by efficiently utiliZing the material.

8. Blade’s raW material cutting apparatus as de?ned in
claim 1, further comprising a cutting off cutter for a notch

1. Ablade’s raW material cutting apparatus for cutting out
or cutting off of band shaped blade’s raW material for paper

processing.

box blanking die, comprising:
cutters of more than tWo kinds having different cutting out

or cutting off patterns arranged side by side laterally to
a feeding direction of the blade’s raW material;
a cutter guiding section for guiding said each cutter so as

to be able to perpendicularly move against a plane of
said blade’s raW material;

pressing means for perpendicularly moving and pressing
any one of said cutters toWard said plane of the blade’s
raW material;

9. Ablade’s raW material automatic cutting system includ
ing a cutting apparatus according to any one claim of claims
1 to 8 for cutting out or cutting off of the blade’s raW

material for a blanking die, comprising:
a blade’s raW material feeding device for feeding in
measuring Way the blade’s raW material to be Worked

by cutting to said cutting device;
processing data inputting means for inputting the data in
relation to kind and cutting out or cutting off processing
position, a bending position and a bending condition of
the cutting Work to execute the cutting out or cutting off
process to the blade’s raW material; and

a cutter die for supporting said blade’s raW material

against the pressing force of said cutter and simulta
neously interacting With said cutter and executing the
cutting Work of the blade’s raW material; and
cutter selecting means for selecting only any one of said
cutters so as to be pressed by said pressing means.
2. Cutting apparatus of blade’s raW material for a blanking
die as de?ned in claim 1, Wherein said each cutter moves by

control means for controlling said cutting apparatus and
the blade’s raW material feedig means on the basis of

said inputted processing data.
10. Blade’s raW material automatic cutting system as
de?ned in claim 9, Wherein said blade’s raW material feeding
means comprises:

a pair of feeding rollers Which places the blade’s raW

resiliently returning by a spring When a pressing force of

material betWeen them and resiliently pressing and

said pressing means is released.

contacting; and
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a driving motor for ratatably driving in measuring Way
said feeding rollers.
11. Blade’s raW material automatic cutting system as
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12. Blade’s raW material automatic cutting system as
de?ned in any one of claims 9 to 11, Wherein said control
means includes a material data memory for storing a mate

de?ned in claim 10, Wherein said processing data inputting

rial data of the blade’s raW material such as condition, and

means comprises:

Which compensates the cutting out or cutting off processing
position or bending position in accordance With said input

data converting means Which receives a pattern designing
data of paper pattern to be cut off and formed by the
blade or a laser processing data of the paper container

blanking die Whereby converts into said cutting process
data.

ted processing data on the basis of data stored to said
material data memory.

